
Students question Miami’s costs 
Rising tuition causes debate as students ask ‘Is it worth it?’ 

 
By Althea E Perley 

 
At Miami University, tuition prices have 
reached an all-time high. Instate tuition has 
grown from $11,443 in 2008 to $13,266 this 
year and is likely to increase again this year.  
 
There are two major trends that influence 
the price of tuition for public colleges like 
Miami: how much support the school 
receives financially from the state 
government and how the school chooses to 
deliver the education.  
 
Miami University’s operating budget was 
approximately $461.7 million in 2013, up 
from $32.4 million in 2000. However the 
funding amount allotted to Miami from Ohio 
has stayed about the same since 1990.  
 
“Miami University only receives 9.2 percent 
of its funding from the state,” said David 
Creamer, treasurer and vice president for 
finance and business services. Because of 
that “a large portion comes from tuition that 
the students pay.”  
 
The university is revered as one of the best 
public universities undergraduates can 
attend. But current students are worried that 
future tuition prices will make education 
harder to attain.  
 
For out-of-state student Alison Treen, the 
price at Miami is still better than schools on 
the East Coast.  
 
“I understand for a public school tuition 
seems steep, but my brother goes to a 
$60,000 school,” said Treen, a sophomore 
from Darien, Conn. That would cover more 
than three semesters at Miami for an instate 
student. 
 
“My brother is in classes that are about the 
same size, 20 students, but costs more,”  

 
 
said Treen. Although the rising prices force 
some students to cut back on things like the 
size of a meal plan or housing, Treen feels 
the price is right. 
 
Scholarships from Miami also aided Treen 
when it came time to make her decision 
about college. “I have received the same 
amount from Miami each year.”  
 
Unfortunately, Treen explained, that doesn’t 
change with rising tuition. 
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Miami University students rally behind the 
RedHawks football team. 



Between the fiscal years 2008 and 2011 
students saw the average grant value at 
Miami drop from $12,360 to $5,702. 
  
Brent Shock, the director of Student 
Financial Assistance, explained that after 
2008 Miami changed its one-tuition policy to 
differentiated pricing for residents and non-
residents.  
 
When the published in-state tuition became 
less than out-of-state, Ohio residents no 
longer received two scholarships (Ohio 
Resident and Ohio Leader Scholarships).  
These had only been implemented “to 
discount the tuition and bring the in-state 
price back to state-required minimums,” 
said Shock. Beginning in 2008 this plan was 
abandoned so the grants to students were 
lowered. 
 
Three issues are involved in calculating the 
funding-per-student at Miami: endowment, 
scholarships and funding in general. When 
compared to such schools as Baylor 
University, Clemson University, College of 
William and Mary, and University of 
Vermont, Miami’s funding per student is 
drastically lower than its peer universities -- 
even though 75 percent of Miami’s students 
have some sort of financial help. 
 
Many students at Miami who are from Ohio 
are paying for their education themselves. 
For Dalton Ulm, a student who currently 
pays his way, this was a huge factor in 
selecting Miami over other Ohio universities.  
 
“I did not receive as much aid as I had 
hoped, but the opportunities offered at 
Miami made it seem worth it,” Ulm 
explained.  “What makes me mad is the 
continuous construction on campus. “  
 
With all that Miami already has to offer, Ulm 
feels that the huge construction projects all 
over campus are a little ridiculous. “In some 
ways Miami takes advantage of us…I 
understand the university is also a business, 
but I can’t afford $1000 lamps.” Ulm said, 
referring to one of the issues people had  

 
with Miami’s new Armstrong Student 
Center.  
 
How education is delivered greatly 
influences the cost of a university degree, 
according to Creamer. “Historically, that 
education has required a substantial 
investment in facilities, faculty and staff.” 
 
Most of Miami’s expenses rise annually, 
making the cost of an education more 
expensive every year and resulting in higher 
costs for students. 
 
Whiteboards have replaced chalkboards at 
about the same cost, but students need a 
computer as well. This means that 
considerable staff, besides the instructor, is 
needed to support classrooms today. More 
people are required to provide students the 
education demanded, which is one of the 
reasons for higher costs.  
 
To combat the rising tuition at Miami, the 
Associated Student Government on campus 
is working to implement a tuition lock next 
fall. If implemented, the ASG program would 
give a first-year student the choice of paying 
3 percent more than other first-years – but 
then be able to lock in that price for the rest 
of their Miami years. If tuition rises more 
than 3 percent a year, those students would 
likely save money over four years. 
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The ASG proposal would, however, create 
issues. One major one: Miami cannot 
predict whether it will increase tuition every 
year.  
 
To that, Shock says: “There is a worldwide 
feeling of “never being satisfied.”  
 
According to President David Hodge’s 
annual address, Miami deliver results, 
whatever the price tag. Last year Miami was 
ranked the second most efficient university 
in the country for producing high quality 
results.  
 

For students like Ulm, that kind of positive 
attention makes his decision to attend worth 
the cost. And when comparing the price of 
education here to many private and public 
schools on the East Coast it is still lower. 
 
 But Miami is continuing to grow. 
 
“As these changes occur, students will still 
come to a campus and interact with faculty, 
said Creamer.  “But it also will be more 
expensive and students will have to 
evaluate the value of their education versus 
the cost.”   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 


